This paper describes a technique for using a simple shading method, such as the Phong lighting model, to approximate the appearance calculated by a more accurate method. The results are then suitable for rapid display using existing graphics hardware and portable via standard graphics API's. Interactive walkthroughs of view-independent nondiffuse global illumination solutions are explored as the motivating application.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a method to take a view-independent non-diffuse global illumination solution and approximate it in a form that is suitable for rapid display and interactive walkthroughs. The method fits "virtual lights" to each object that, when displayed using a simple Phong lighting model, will closely reproduce its correct appearance.
One goal of realistic computer graphics is to let a viewer experience a virtual space as if they were physically present in a real space. There are many possible aspects to this mimicry, but here we will emphasize two facets. We want the viewer to be able to move about and explore the space in a natural and unrestricted way, and we want to match the appearance of the real space as closely as possible.
Real lighting is complex and subtle. Global illumination calculations are necessary if we hope to duplicate its appearance. These calculations are expensive, but if we are willing to restrict ourselves to a static environment, this part of the simulation can done as a pre-process. However, we still need to display the results rapidly if we want interactive walkthroughs. To accomplish this, we would like to leverage the existing 3D graphics hardware/software infrastructure.
Unfortunately, there is no standard format for storing non-diffuse lighting information; previously this has meant displaying a diffuse-only approximation to the actual appearance. While the results can be impressive, the absence of directionally dependent lighting effects, such as glossy highlights, means that important perceptual cues are missing.
The continuing popularity of the Phong [10] lighting model 1 is a testament to the importance of including such highlights. Most current graphics API's include a Phongstyle lighting model for fast shading. These lighting models are much too simplistic to accurately compute global illumination, but we can still make use of them. Instead of viewing Phong as a lighting model, we can think of it as a set of "appearance basis functions" which can be used to approximately reproduce the results of a more accurate method.
The basic process is outlined in Figure 1 . We start from a view-independent non-diffuse global illumination solution. For each non-diffuse object, we fit a set of "virtual lights" that, under the Phong lighting model, will reproduce its computed appearance as closely as possible. By utilizing directionally varying parts of the Phong model, the results will contain non-diffuse aspects of the original solution, although there will also be some loss of directional information due to the limitations of the Phong "basis functions". The results can then be displayed using a standard Phong lighting model.
The translated model can easily be displayed using standard graphics API's (e.g. OpenGL, VRML, or Direct3D) and can even be embedded in display lists. This makes the model portable and suitable for the existing highly optimized 3D graphics display systems. The results are also much more compact than the original global illumination solutions. Most importantly, we apply the lesson of the popular but physically impossible Phong lighting model: even fairly approximate highlights are better than none.
Related Work
Several researchers have proposed methods for generating and displaying view-independent non-diffuse global illumination solutions (e.g. [6, 11] ). Practical application of such methods has so far been hampered by their high computational cost, large storage requirements, and slow display speeds. We hope the methods presented here may help push them toward greater use.
Image-based techniques represent a very different route to non-diffuse walkthroughs. They store the illumination in a set of images instead of on surfaces. Image rendering algorithms such as [4, 7, 8] are then used to quickly interpolate new viewpoints from the precomputed images for a walkthrough. These methods offer some potential advantages, but it is not yet known how well they will scale to walkthroughs of larger environments. We consider them to be promising, but take a different approach here.
Environment or reflection maps [1, 5, 12] have long been used for the rapid display of directionally dependent effects. Their main difference from our work lies in their application. They are usually used as a small extension to a simplistic direct lighting model, whereas we are fitting our directional effects in order to reproduce the appearance computed by a physically-based method. In the future, environment maps may be used in a manner similar to our virtual lights.
Multi-pass rendering techniques are another way to perform walkthroughs with non-diffuse effects. They can implement a variety of extensions to the standard Phong lighting model such as shadows, mirror reflections, refraction, and translucency [2] . The results can be striking and they can handle dynamic environments, which is a major advantage. The problem is that the number of passes required per image increases rapidly with the number of lights and the number of lighting effects simulated. To keep the frame rate interactive, one is forced to limit the environment and choose a somewhat ad hoc lighting model.
OVERVIEW
Before our technique is used, we assume that a viewindependent non-diffuse global illumination solution has been computed for the environment of interest. For each object, this solution will specify its appearance as the amount of light leaving (by emission and/or reflection) every point on the object and in each direction. For simplicity we will assume that this information is specified at a number of selected points which we will refer to as vertices.
An example of a directional light pattern leaving a vertex is shown in 2D at the left in Figure 2 . Our goal is to reproduce this pattern using parts of the Phong lighting model. The Phong model allows us two kinds of basis functions: a diffuse or directionally invariant type and the "Phong lobes", or directionally dependent parts, which are caused by specific lights. The diffuse basis is commonly used to encode diffuse global illumination solutions. The new idea of this paper is to also use the "Phong lobes" to approximate nondiffuse appearance as illustrated in Figure 2 . We need to be aware of the many limitations in the Phong model. Some of these make perfect sense (e.g. limit on the number of active lights). Others are somewhat arbitrary and due to the fact that the designers were thinking of Phong as a lighting model rather than as "appearance basis functions". For instance, there is a specular exponent parameter which controls the width of the Phong lobes. We would like to use different exponents for different lights, and thus fit using lobes of several different sizes. We cannot because in the usual Phong lighting model, the exponent is a property of the surface and not a property of the lights.
Given these various restrictions, we must decide which parts and parameters will be the most useful. For each object, we have chosen to use a single set of directional light sources and a single specular exponent. Additionally, at each vertex we set a diffuse coefficient and a specular coefficient. Together, the exponent, light positions, and light intensities determine the shape of the specular basis function at each vertex as shown in Figure 3 . The vertex coefficients then specify the mixture of the diffuse and specular basis functions which will serve as our approximation.
Exact
Diffuse Specular Setting these parameters is a non-linear optimization problem. At first we tried using a general purpose non-linear optimization procedure, but found that this took a long time and often did not converge. Instead, we have developed a simple set of heuristics for choosing reasonable values. Further optimization could then be done using these values as the initial guess, although we do not currently do this. We iteratively perform a simple three stage fitting process, where a subset of the parameters are set in each stage.
For each object we start by assuming some value for the specular exponent which fixes the shape of the specular lobes, and iteratively fitting a set of lights. We find the brightest value among all vertices and directions on the object, and select the light direction that will create a Phong lobe centered in that direction for that vertex and the light intensity that will reproduce this maximum value (assuming the specular coefficient is 1.0 for now). The effect of this new light is subtracted from each vertex and the process is repeated until some maximum number of lights have been fit.
Once the exponent and lights are chosen, the shape of the specular basis functions is determined. The problem is now a linear optimization, and we set the two coefficients for each vertex using simple least squares fitting. Finally, we repeat this process with different values of the exponent and choose the exponent which gives the best fit in the least squares step. We cannot expect to achieve an exact fit, but this procedure guarantees there will be highlights in the places where the object has its brightest highlights. Note that each object gets its own set of "virtual lights" which do not affect other objects. These lights do not cast shadows and need not correspond to real lights in the environment. For example, several lights may be used to better simulate a highlight whose shape is different than that of a Phong lobe, or lights may correspond to an indirect light source such as the ceiling above a halogen light.
IMPLEMENTATION
For our implementation we have worked with OpenGL's version of the Phong shading model [9] .
OpenGL's Lighting Model
OpenGL uses a simple lighting model to approximate the direct illumination of surfaces by light sources. This lighting model consists of four components: emitted, ambient, diffuse, and specular. These are intended to simulate, respectively: light emitted by a surface (glow), multiply reflected indirect lighting, diffusely reflected direct lighting, and specularly reflected glossy highlights from lights. Lights can be ambient, directional, positional, or spotlights and have ambient, diffuse and specular coefficients. OpenGL guarantees that at least eight lights are available. Surfaces have emitted, ambient, diffuse, and specular coefficients, and a shininess parameter that controls the size of the highlights.
In our implementation, we only use the emitted and specular components, along with directional light sources. The emitted, ambient, and diffuse components all produce directionally invariant lighting at a vertex and are thus redundant for our purposes. We use the emitted component to encode the diffuse part of our solution. The specular component is directionally varying and depends on the shininess of the material, the light direction relative to the surface, the surface normal, and the viewing direction relative to the surface.
Using only the emitted and specular components, the OpenGL lighting equation for determining vertex colors becomes:
where n is the vertex normal, and s is the vector obtained by adding the light direction and the view direction and normalizing. 
The Fitting Process
We compute the initial data by computing a radiosity solution via density estimation [13] and then performing a gather at each vertex and storing the results for a discrete set of outgoing directions. The details are not important and many other methods are possible. For each object, we then need to find the emitted and specular values for each vertex, the directions and intensity values for its lights, and its shininess value. Our algorithm for a single object is:
Repeat Choose a shininess value Repeat Subtract effects of existing lights from input light data Find the maximum difference Add directional light to cause a highlight at this maximum Set light intensities to match input data at their maxima until all lights have been fit For each vertex Set emitted and specular values by least squares fitting until shininess search is done
We search for the shininess (i.e. exponent) which minimizes the least squares error. We currently use a golden section search method which eliminates a portion of the search interval on each iteration.
RESULTS
We computed a global illumination solution for the environment shown in Figure 4 displayed using eight "virtual lights" per specular object. This scene contains the familiar Utah teapot which we use as a an example object to demonstrate our results. A comparison between the computed teapot and our fitted approximation with eight "virtual lights" is shown in Figure 5 . The results are perceptually convincing overall although small differences can easily be seen. We also compare results when using fewer fitted lights in Figure 6 .
The real test of our techniques is in walkthroughs of nondiffuse environments. We can only show images here, but we have included a live walkthrough of our environment in the video proceedings. Figure 7 shows images of this environment both with and without the virtual lights to demonstrate how much they contribute perceptually.
Limitations and Open Issues
While our results match the computed solutions surprisingly well, there are many limitations to how well we can currently mimic real appearance. Some of these are fundamental to the technique (e.g. mirrors simply require too much directional information), but others could be alleviated with changes in both our implementation and in the graphics display interfaces.
Some improvements, such as using positional instead of directional lights or finding a perceptually better fitting process, are possible now. But many others would require extensions or additions to the current graphics API's. Some potentially useful extensions would be the ability to vary the specular exponent per light and having a separate specular coefficient for each light at each vertex.
Gouraud interpolation is a major source of artifacts and requires that the curved surfaces be finely tessellated. True Phong shading would reduce these problems, but is rarely available because it is more computationally demanding.
While we use standard graphics API's, we use them in a hitherto unusual way. Many systems are not properly optimized for the sequence of operations we use. For instance on many OpenGL systems there is a very large (> 4×) performance penalty for varying more than one property per vertex (in our case emitted and specular coefficients). We have achieved good performance using a two pass technique, one pass for the diffuse component and a second for the specular. Another possibility is to leave the specular coefficient fixed at the cost of some additional loss of quality. But this problem should largely disappear if our method gains acceptance and is considered during system optimization.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a technique for using a simple shading model, such as Phong, to approximate the non-diffuse appearance calculated by some more accurate method. This technique can translate view-independent non-diffuse global illumination solutions into a form that is more compact, portable, and suitable for fast display. This allows for nondiffuse walkthroughs which are perceptually better than traditional diffuse-only walkthroughs.
Moreover, by targeting our results toward standard graphics API's such as OpenGL, we can utilize the existing 3D graphics display infrastructure and allow designers to easily optimize their systems for our type of solutions. Finally, we have suggested a few ways in which future graphics API's could be enhanced to better enable the reproduction of nondiffuse appearance.
